1. The finite field case. Let (R, x, +) be a commutative ring with identity 1. We denote the generator of the natural group by aΓ = 1 + x, with inverse x" -x -1. Following [1] , we define a x J) = (a" x b~y. It is readily verified that axj) = a + b + db.
Let (F pk9 x, +) be a finite field with exactly p k elements (pprime). We now have the following: THEOREM 
(F p k, x, +) is a ring logic (mod N). Indeed, the ring (field) + is given by the following N-logical formula:
(1.1)
x + y = {(χ(yχ ph -T)} x Proof. It is well known that in the Galois field F pk , we have (1.2) ^M = l,ae^,a^0.
we now distinguish two cases: (Γ) 2 = 0; α x J) = α. This proves (1.1).
Case 2. Suppose a? = 0. Then, oΓ = 1 + a? = 1. Ήence, the right side of (1.1) reduces to 0 x Jy(((FY} = y = 0 + y = x + y, since ((x pk~Y y = (O^) 2 = 1; 0 x ^a = a. Again, (1.1) is verified. Hence, (F pkf x, +) is equationally definable in terms of its JV-logic. Next, we show that (F p k, x, +) is fixed by its JV-logic. Suppose then that there exists another ring (F p k, x, + '), with the same class of elements F p k and the same "x" as (FJc, x, +) and which has the same logic as (F p k, x, +). To prove that + ' = +. Again, we distinguish two cases.
Case 2. Suppose x = 0. Then, x +' y = 0 +'y -y = 0 + y = a? + y. Therefore, +' = +, and the theorem is proved.
COROLLARY. (F P , X, +), the ring (field) of residues (modp), p prime, is a ring-logic (mod N) the + being given by setting k = 1 in (1.1):
2. The general case. In attempting to extend Theorem 2 to any finite commutative ring with zero radical, the following concept of independence, introduced by Foster [3] , is needed.
, A n } be a finite set of algebras of the same species Sp. We say that the algebras A l9 A 21 , A n satisfy the Chinese residue condition, or are independent, if, corresponding to each set {φ { } of expressions of species Sp (i -1, ••, n), there exists at least on expression Ψ such that Ψ = φ { (mod A t ) (i = 1, , n) . By an expression we mean some composition of one or more indeterminatesymbols ξ, •••, in terms of the primitive operations of A lf A 2 , •• ,i4 n ; Ψ = φ (mod A), also written Ψ = φ(A), means that this is an identity of the Algebra A.
We shall now extend the concept of ring-logic to the direct sum of certain ring-logics. We shall denote the direct sum of the rings A λ and Proof. Since A; is a ring-logic (mod ΛΓ), there exist an ΛMogical expression ψi such that, for every
Since the AΓ-logics are independent, there exists an expression X such that X = (^t(mo Therefore, for every x i9 y { e A { (i -1, , t),
Hence, the TV-logical expression X represents the + of each A { . Since " + " and "x" are component-wise in A, therefore, for all x 9 yeA 9
x + y = -3Γ(a?, ?/; x , ", ").
Hence, A is equationally definable in terms of its iV-logic. Next, we show that A is fixed by its iV-logic. Suppose there exists α + ' such that (A, x, +') is a ring, with the same class of elements A and the same "x" as the ring (A, x, +), and which has the same logic (A, x, ~, ~) as the ring (A, x, +). To prove that +' = +. Now, let a = (α n , , α lmi , α 21 , , α 2m2 , , α βl , , α ίmί ) e A. A new + ' in A defines and is defined by new +ί in A u +' 2 , in A 2 , , +J in A t9 such that (A 4 , x, +•) is a ring (i = 1, , t); i.e., for α, 6 e A,
Furthermore, the assumption that (A, x, +') has the same logic as (A, x, +) is equivalent to the assumption that (A u x, +0 has the same logic as (A lf x, +), and similarly for (A i9 x, +•) and
is a ring-logic, and hence with its + fixed, it follows that +ί=+; similarly +$=+,..., +J=+. Hence, using (2.1), +' -+, and the proof is complete.
A careful examination of the proof of Theorem 3 shows that the independence of the logics was not used in the "fixed" part of the proof. Proof. Let n { = p\\ and let
. Clearly, P(ΐ) and w< are relatively prime. Hence, there exist integers r< > 0, β< > 0 such that riP(i) -s^ = 1. Define e(ίc) and <5(#) as follows:
It is easily seen that d{x) -1, x e Ff 4 (ΐ = 1, , t). Let α?" fc = (••• ((αO'X " Γ> fc iterations. Then one easily verifies that for i Φ j, Now, to prove the independence of the logics (JFV*S X ,",") (i -1, , t), let {δ' } be any set of t expressions of species x,^, v ; i.e., a primitive composition of indeterminate-symbols in terms of the operations x, ^, ". Let X = 5^ x ^δ^2 χ ^ * x ^^ί^ί. Then it is easily seen that X=<5 (mod F ίm i) (i -1, , t), since αx Λ 0 = α = 0x Λ α, and the theorem is proved. We are now in a position to prove the following theorem (see introduction). THEOREM 
Any finite commutative ring R with zero radical is a ring-logic (mod N).
Proof. First, if R consists of one element, then R = {0}. Clearly, R is a ring-logic (mod N) in this case, since a + b -a xb, for example. Hence, assume that R has more than one element. It is well known (see [5] ) that any finite commutative ring R with zero radical and with more than one element is isomorphic to the complete direct sum of a finite number of finite fields F p Jc l9
, F Pt k t : i.e., R = 2^© ••• φ F n k t . Now, by Theorem 2, each (F Pι k if x, +) is a ring-logic (mod N). Hence, by the corollary to Theorem 3, F pl k λ © © F PL k t is fixed by its iNΓ-logic. Therefore, by the above isomorphism, R, too, is fixed by its iV-logic, and there only remains to show that the + of R is equationally definable in terms of its iV-logic. To this end, we distinguish two cases. -logic (mod N) . Therefore, in particular, the + of F^h γ 0 0 Fζ r h r is equationally definable in terms of its iV-logic. Hence, afortiori, the + of the subring Fpfa 0 0 F Pt k t (and therefore the + of R, by the above isomorphism) is equationally definable in terms of the Nlogic of R. Therefore, R is a ring-logic (mod N), and the theorem is proved.
3 p*rings and parings. We shall now make an attempt to generalize Theorem 3, and apply this generalization to p-rings and p k -rings. We first observe that the proof of Theorem 3 does not depend on the cardinality of the powers m t . Furthermore, the proof still remains valid if one considers a subdirect sum of subdirect powers of A i instead of the complete direct sum of direct powers of A { (i -1, , t) . In view of this, Theorem 3 can now be cast in the following more general form. 
t). Then A is a ring-logic (mod N).
Now, it is well known (see [2; 4] ) that every p-ring (p prime) is isomorphic to a subdirect power of F P9 and every paring (p prime) is isomorphic to a subdirect power of F pk .
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